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Motivation 

In the past there existed no central repository to collect and distribute metadata as well as 

data at Statistics Austria. One of the intensively discussed organizational issues through the last years 

was the desire to provide an easy accessible and centralized platform. Therefore a Statistical 

Datawarehouse (sDWH) has been developed and during spring of 2017 established as an internal 

house-wide system. The sDWH should facilitate a harmonisation of metadata and data to provide a 

consistent and house wide view. Additionally this centralized data storage guarantees an entire 

overview of all data available at Statistics Austria. Furthermore there is a lower need for data 

collection by surveys, or at least shorter questionnaires (mainly administrative data from sDWH 

replacing collected data from respondents and so to reduce the burden of respondents). 

 
Link to GSIM 

The sDWH is a direct application of parts from the structures, concepts and exchange Group 

of the GSIM model. One of the main objectives of the sDWH is to operationalize a central metadata-

management striving for a harmonization of metadata for all objects mapped by the sDWH.  

With respect to GSIM there are currently five information objects covered by the sDWH in a 

structured way. On the top level a totality of 168 statistical products relevant for statistics produced 

by Statistics Austria is defined. By referring to the GSIM object Product we define the metadata 

basically by the “standard documentation” which is the user oriented quality reporting system of 

Statistics Austria. As a future plan we want to design a more structured metadata approach that 

allows producing quality reports directly via the sDWH.  

On the second level we assign data sets to statistical products. In this regard metadata are defined 

according to the object dimensional data set using a dimensional data structure. As mentioned 

before we assign the data sets to products. As first step, even though coming from external sources, 

administrative data used within an NSI is integrated in the sDWH. Therefore we make use of the 

information object administrative register. In this place it should be mentioned that due to legal 

considerations currently we do not store administrative data in the data warehouse directly. But 

based on the metadata we create the possibility for gaining all information needed for accessing the 

data. A second remark in this regard is that the administrative sources are not directly assigned to a 

statistical product but rather on the same level concerning their hierarchical position within the 

sDWH.  

The central elements of the data warehouse are the variables which can be seen as the building 

blocks of the sDWH. In this context we distinguish between the definition of the variable taking 

advantage of the object represented variable and the elements for constructing the data sets called 

the instance variable. Since one of the main purpose of the envisaged metadata management is to 

create a harmonized basis and a common understanding of all variables the process for defining a 

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Product
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Dimensional+Data+Set
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Dimensional+Data+Structuree
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Administrative+Register
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Represented+Variable
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/GSIMclick/Instance+Variable
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new represented variable needs approval by central metadata management which is done by quality 

management at Statistics Austria. The same approval process is required after defining data sets 

which are making use of represented variables as instance variables. By doing this it shall be 

guaranteed that two different data sets are using the same specific represented variable as instance 

variable when the definition is identical. The aim is to prevent unnecessary duplication of variables 

within the organization.  

 
Application 

This section should provide an insight and detailed overview of the intentions and the 

functionality of the Statistical Datawarehouse. There are different roles for users of the sDWH 

depending on their tasks. In the following the main functionalities of the sDWH are explained by 

means of these different roles. 

An sDWH-administrator can define new variables with their value domain which is uploaded in the 

sDWH by using a .csv, .sas or .txt-file (this is only necessary if the required variable has not been 

defined yet). Metadata on represented variable-level are e.g. scale level (numeric, hierarchical, 

categorial), description, responsible directorate/division, contact person/s (see figure 1, right). After 

finishing this definition process the sDWH-administrator can select „request for approval“. This 

selection generates automatically emails which are sent to the specific administrator and to quality 

administrators for approval Furthermore the sDWH send an email back when the new represented 

variable is approved or denied.   

In a second step the sDWH-administrator can define a new data set using the pool of approved 

represented variables (see figure 1, left) to build the data structure. Additional metadata on data 

level are e.g. description (internal, external), reference date, responsible organisational unit, contact 

person/s, statistical unit and production level. The data set can be provided with a unique key, if 

applicable. After finishing the definition process on data set level, data can be uploaded by using .csv, 

.sas or txt-file.  

 

figure 1: structure of the sDWH and metadata on represented variable level 

If an sDWH-administrator considers a specific variable as unreliable or, in general, if he wants to 

approve before another colleague uses this variable the data owner has the possibility to protect a 

variable (see figure 2, left). In this case the sDWH-administrator has to select „variable protected“ 

(and from which level if it is a hierarchical variable) on instance variable-level (i.e. when defining the 

data structure of the data set). 
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figure 2: sDWH –metadata on data set level and protected variables 

Metadata on instance variable level (e.g. technical name, level or unit, source) have to be added. 

After finishing the definition process on data set level and instance variable level one can select 

„request for approval“ by quality management. If the data is accepted any employee at Statistics 

Austria can explore the metadata. Also the data can be used, with black columns shown if the 

variable is protected by the data owner (see figure 2, right). 

An sDWH-user (equalling for instance a statistician in a subject matter unit) is more interested in 

analysing data in order to gain insights on a multisource basis across various data domains or even 

looking beyond the borders of her/his directorate. The sDWH provides an easement for cross-

departmental data research projects for the involved staff. By harmonizing metadata the sDWH 

allows the linkage and exchange of data in a much easier way than before. The sDWH-start screen 

shows the three main-topics of Statistics Austria’s statistical products, namely Population & Society, 

Economy and Energy, Environment, Innovation, Mobility (see figure 3, left). This arrangement is 

according to the published figures reachable by the navigation bar on the left side of Statistics 

Austria’s homepage. Each statistical product is assigned to one of these topics and every data set 

stored in the sDWH is anchored to a statistical product. By realizing “lines” between statistical 

products (see figure 3, right) it can be seen by a user immediately if data sets belonging to the 

statistical products can be joined on microdata level. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: sDWH – start screen and connectable data sets 

http://www.statistik.at/web_en/statistics/index.html
http://www.statistik.at/web_en/statistics/index.html
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If a user wants to join data sets she/he can split the screen into an overview-map and a working map. 

Within the working map a user can execute joins, filter, select and can store the result in a new data 

set (see figure 4, left side).     

 

Figure 4: sDWH – join and download 

Basic data processing functions are implemented directly in the sDWH, and the user can download 

the data set to do some further analyses with SAS or R (i.e. the data set is loaded into the work 

library of SAS/R). Furthermore a user can download the metadata and get all information in a 

structured way in an xls-file. In this file, the first worksheet contains metadata on data set level and 

following worksheets involve the catalogues of each variable. Additionally a user can initiate a 

STATcube-Export – the publication tool of Statistics Austria - to generate the base files that are 

necessary for STATcube (see figure 4, right). 

As explained in the previous sections, sDWH-quality administrators physically located in the quality 

management unit of Statistics Austria have the task to approve represented variables and data set 

previously defined. By this approval process the harmonization of metadata throughout the 

organization should be achieved. Only variables and datasets approved by quality management can 

be used by normal sDWH users for data analysis.  

Finally sDWH-system administrators have extended competences within the sDWH as they are 
responsible for the implementation regarding further development and programming. 

 
Outlook and next steps 

Currently the sDWH is being distributed to the different directorates of Statistics Austria. The 

sDWH-administrators are working on defining represented variables as well as datasets and 

uploading data into the sDWH. With regard to the aim of an entire overview of all data available at 

Statistics Austria a short time objective is the implementation of the metadata of administrative data 

available at the NSI. Moreover a future plan is the integration of a visualisation tool within the sDWH. 

One of the final goals is to have the sDWH as the instance from where all external services 

(databases, tables, graphical tools, documentation tasks, etc.) can be launched in a metadata driven 

way.  

  

 


